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Electronics Policy
By Tian-Tian He

Wait… We can use our Phones in
School now???
Most of us are already
aware of JMM’s new electronics
policy because we are gladly using
it to our advantage. Many students
are now seen texting as they eat
lunch or walk down the hallways
towards their next class. This also
raises many questions regarding
the new rule – such as:
Does this mean I get to use
my phone/electronics in class?
What happens if my phone/
electronics gets lost and/or stolen
at school?
Can I use my phone/
electronics however I want now?
In my experience, the
answers have yet to be clarified on
a large scale. Thus, this month’s
issue of the Sword and Shield is
offering some explanation.
First of all, phones and
other personal devices should still
be off and away in class. Unless
given special permission by your
teacher, you shouldn’t be using
them in class because it still counts
as a distraction to the learning of
others. If you’re caught using your
phone and/or electronic device in
class without teacher permission,
it will be taken away. In addition
to being forbidden in classrooms,

phones and other personal devices
are not allowed in other academic
settings such as the LMC,
Neighborhood Offices, or Resource
Areas (Like the Tutoring Center or
Literacy Center).
Next, according to Principal
Dahmen, “Personal devices
are NOT managed or supported by
Madison Memorial or MMSD and
are the sole responsibility of the
student that brings them to school.”
Therefore, even though you’re now
allowed to use personal devices at
school, you should still be careful
not to misplace them. If your
phone, iPod, gaming console, or
other electronic device gets lost or
stolen at school, it’s not the school
district’s obligation to help you
retrieve it.
Finally, it is the Memorial
Way to be respectful of others,
including with your electronics
usage. Don’t use your phones
and other electronics to hurt other
students. Filming should only
be done with the permission of
those being filmed. Be aware that
the freedom to use your phone,
Ipod, gaming devices, and other
electronics in the hallway and
during lunch is more of a privilege
than a rule.
Photo credit; Ryan
Bruesewitz and CAMM class

The Grass
is Always Greener
Opinion Editorial By Jeremy Gottlieb

As I’m sure many of you know, Backyard has taken on a
new shape this year. Last spring, it was decided that Freshman Only
Backyards would be created and led by Link Crew Leaders. Accordingly,
some regular Backyards were broken up and combined with others. The
aim of the split was to help transition freshman into high school, but in
my opinion, the effects of the new take on backyard are more detrimental
than positive.
One of my favorite things about Backyard as a freshman was
receiving advice from the older students in my Backyard. While
advocates of Link Crew may campaign that the Link Leaders are there
to give the freshman advice, the freshman are limited to the few Link
Leaders they are grouped with. That is, in Backyard I had not only my
Backyard Representatives (the seemingly responsible ones, similar to a
Link Leader), but also had the rest of my classmates to advise me. That
included students from all walks of life to tell me what really happens at
Memorial, as well as sophomores who had just gone through the same
experience as me the year prior. My contact with upper classman wasn’t
limited to the cookie cutter advise of the Backyard Rep (Link Leader).
Freshman simply can’t get the well-rounded advice I received as a
freshman in a Link Crew Backyard.

Report
Card

By Isabella Wu
Good news: Memorial
“Exceeds Expectations”, according
to the school report released
middle September. Memorial
bested LaFollette and East High
with a score of 75, but fell to West
at 76.8 and was sadly overturned
by Middleton at 86.6. Yet
Memorial continues to be near the
top of the state.
Can’t say that for the rest
of the district, though. While
Madison had the top score among
the 5 largest districts in the state,
the district ranked bottom third.
(Note: This means the other 4
were even down lower). MMSD
obtained a score of 68.5, the lowest
in Dane County. And though 68.5
put the district right at “Meets
Expectations”, there’s a lot of room
for improvement.
Which is happening, to
say the least. Superintendent
Jennifer Cheatham recognized
Madison’s growth score, which
is above the state average. And
Cheatham noted that the growth
score more accurately reflects the
school’s development than actual
static test scores. Cheatham also
stated that the report card merely
helps to address and pinpoint
problems, nothing more, as the
report cards are based off of state
tests from the last fall. “There may
be some districts in Wisconsin
that we want to know more about,
said Cheatham. They’re doing
something that’s leading to high
performance.”
For more information, visit
http://mmsd.org/schoolreportcards
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Light of
Life Walk
On October 16, at 6pm,
Peer Partners is hosting it’s
annual Light Of Life Walk. The
2 mile walk around Mansfield
benefits the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society, as well
as Peer Partners. Students,
Teachers, Parents and
Community Members are
welcome and encouraged to
attend.The cost of admission is 5
dollars.

Moreover, the main pillar of Link Crew is to help freshman
transition from middle school to high school. However, the establishment
of Link Crew Backyards isolates the freshman from the rest of the
school. Freshman take freshman English, freshman math, freshman…
etc., and adding another part of school when they won’t have interaction
with students of other grades seems counter to Link Crew’s mission. And
this pattern will repeat itself; coming freshman classes will always be
isolated, creating a school in which the classes are disjointed.
On a different note, the student leaders who participated in
Backyards and Link Crews were given an ultimatum last year: either
Link Crew or Student Government. Consequently, the two organizations
are now mutually exclusive, with no overlap in personnel. As a result, the
two organizations can’t work together in both of their aims to improve
JMM.
By and large, the faculty leaders of Link Crew had good
intentions in creating Freshman Only Backyards. But they didn’t look
far enough ahead. Their actions have been counterproductive by limiting
individual freshmen’s contact with upperclassman, and creating a
segregated class.
Egos aside, perhaps a solution can be found by blending Link
Crew and Backyard, but unless both sides of the situation can come
together and create a plan, Memorial, and especially the class of 2017,
will suffer.

What Happened
to The Onion?

A Little Slice of America: Bye,
Bye Pizza Pie
By John Hornacek and Sam Szotkowski

Some of the nation’s top competitive eaters, such as Jamie “The Bear”
McDonald, travelled to Madison last Saturday to compete in All Pro
Eaters’ National Pizza Eating Contest, sponsored by Ian’s Pizza on
State Street. The competition was won by Molly Schuyler, who took
home $1,000 cash and a world record setting 12.9 slices of pizza in her
stomach. Sword and Shield caught up with Sammy “Two Stomachs”
Szotkowski, a competitor in the amateur eat-off, and John “The Coach”
Hornacek, who helped take Sammy to his stellar 3rd place finish.
John: Well I don’t know about you, but watching that little lady scarf
down those 13 slices of pizza in 10 minutes was just short of disgusting.
Skillfully straddling that line between gross and inspirational, I think it’s
safe to say that Molly was our motivation for putting that pie down the
ol’ hatch as fast as we did.
Sam: I’m not sure how I feel about you saying “we” ate the pizza,
considering you just stood there screaming at me while I struggled to
smash those two 8.8 ounce mac and cheese slices down my gullet, but
I’d be a liar if I said Molly wasn’t the most beautiful woman I’d ever
seen. There’s just something about a petite woman with the esophagus
of an ox and the stomach of an Arabian camel that really gets me going.
I didn’t need pump up music like some of the other contestants, I just
needed some Molly.
John: You said it, pal. So were ya nervous at all? I know I was.
Sam: I don’t get nervous. Just hungry. I’d been training almost all night
and all morning, starving myself, working out, and watching tape of
famous eaters to get that tummy grumbling like a troll upset about a debt
you owe him.
John: Despite all our preparation, we did face a few setbacks on game
day. We entered this competition expecting a marathon, but were
surprised to find it was a sprint. While the pros ate as much pizza as
they could within a time limit, us amateurs were given just two slices of
pizza. Speed was the name of the game.
Sam: Again with the “we” thing, you’re not the one who woke up the
next morning with an expanded throat and an intestine full of nearly
whole slices of pizza. Nonetheless, my stomach was flexible so I took
the unexpected format in stride. This was my career debut eating
competition, so I didn’t really know what to expect.
John: Two Stomachs and I did not disappoint; we walked away with
$25 in Ian’s gift cards, two tickets to an Andrew W.K. concert, and a
participation t-shirt. Not to mention the variety of souvenirs thrown out
to the audience, such as a Frisbee and a coupon for a free slice of pizza at
Ian’s.
Sam: All in all, I’d say beating out 11 opponents (including one rather
large man going by the name of “Chubs,” who I narrowly defeated
in a photo finish) and taking home those prizes made this a night to
remember.
John: We did great.
I did great.

By Ryan Das
In July, 2013, the Onion announced
that it
would cease
printing in
Madison
Wisconsin,
the town
where it was
founded.
The decision
was made
by the Wisconsin State Journal,
the local publisher of the paper.
Printing ended because of the
great changes happening in media
with the popularity of the internet.
Reading articles on the internet,
rather than a physical paper is
quicker, cheaper and has videos
too. The result of these factors
is that the Onion wasn’t making
much money in print.
JMM had its own satire
newspaper The Independent
which featured satirical articles
about school events and political
commentary. But The Independent
ended in 2011 when the staff all
graduated. For more than two
years, James Madison Memorial
has been satire-free.
Until now.
In the upcoming months,
the Wisconsin State Journal has
chosen to instead draft a smaller
publisher to try to maximize profits
to a more specific audience. Rather
than try to target the entirety of
Madison, the Wisconsin State
Journal is focusing its energy on
an easier to amuse audience: high
school students. Ford Publishing
Company has been chosen to test
out a select number of articles for
their downsized Onion at our very
own James Madison Memorial
high school. Starting in the
November issue, there will be the
same hard hitting news and timely
insight that we’ve come to expect
from the Onion.
So stay tuned folks, and
goodnight, and good luck.

Navy Yard
Shooting
By David Cao
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A Note From the Editor

By Monika Ford
School is on full blast now and if you
not are feeling overly busy, then you
are not doing all of your homework.
It seems crazy that some athletic
teams will be wrapping up their seasons this month already. The trees
are beginning their change of color
and pumpkins are now on sale. It’s
time to start planning your Halloween
costume, or at least it is in our home.
Homecoming is super late this year,
so there are no excuses not to get involved with your class contests, or get
up the nerve to ask someone special
to the dance. The Homecoming dance
is the biggest dance of the school year
that everyone goes to—believe me,
you will not want to miss out.
There are quite a few great articles in
this month’s issue. If there is anything
you want to have included in next
month’s issue, please let any editor
know. The Sword & Shield meets on
Tuesdays in the photolab but you do
not need to join the club to contribute. All students are welcome to add
content always. If you have questions,
you can contact me via Facebook or
my co-editor-in-chief, Idris Boukahil.

at people in the atrium close to the
cafeteria. It took more than 30 minutes for police to hunt down and
kill Aaron Alexis. It is still unclear
as to what caused Alexis to start
the shooting rampage.
Aaron Alexis was a forOn September 16th, 2013, Aaron
mer Navy reservist in Fort Worth,
Alexis—a 34-year-old computer
Texas, and was given a general
technician working for a Navy
discharge in 2011 for exhibiting
subcontractor—killed 12 people in “patterns of misbehavior”. In Authe Naval Sea Systems Command gust, Alexis also had an altercation
Headquarters Building #197 of the with another family at an airport
Washington Navy Yard. He entered in Virginia. He thought a woman
the building with a bag slung over was laughing at him and became
his shoulder, containing a disangry and belligerent. Alexis also
sasembled Renmington 870 shothad sleeping problems and regun, and passed through security
quested sleep medication from the
with his Navy contractor badge.
VA Medical Center in Providence;
He then went into a bathroom to
a few days later, he went in and
assemble his shotgun. Alexis was
requested a refill. Additionally,
seen on surveillance video leavAlexis was arrested in 2004 in
ing the bathroom with the shotgun. Seattle for shooting out the tires of
After coming out of the bathroom, another man’s vehicle. These series
Alexis immediately began to shoot of events are unknown to be conrandomly. Investigators say that he nected to the Navy Yard Shooting.
went floor to floor shooting workers, but Alexis mainly shot down
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An American Miss America
by Sadhana Pittala

The latest controversy
concerning the newly
crowned Miss America is
one that hits close to home,
my actual home. Born and
raised for a large portion of
my life in India, I was excited to see that the new Miss
America was one of Indian
descent. Nina Davuluri
was recently crowned Miss
America, her victory spurred
an unexpected onslaught
of hatred on a number of
social media outlets. Twitter exploded with extremely racist comments
regarding her background and her race. Rather
than be happy for her win, most rushed online
to shower her with hateful comments. They
accused her of being an Arab (which is neither
insulting nor correct) and accused her of being a
foreigner (again, neither accurate nor an insult).
See, Nina was born in Syracuse, New York to
parents who were from Andhra Pradesh, India.
This is one reason in particular that the hatred
that she received hit so close to home, as her
parents are from my home state, which meant
that she had similar upbringing and spoke the
same language.
After her win, I was ecstatic about the fact
that an Indian won a competition as widely
known as the Miss America pageant (as most

The Syrian
Conflict

of us are primarily seen on other fronts, such
as spelling and geography Bees). I was happy,
thrilled, excited! However, all of that elation
dissipated upon seeing twitter. Rather than
congratulate the new Miss America, tweeters
chose to express their true feelings about her
win. They made racial slurs, and expressed their
discontent that other “more American” participants didn’t win. My favorite tweet was one
that insulted both the President and Nina, “First
a president from God knows where, Africa and
now a miss America lady that I can’t say or
spell her name...Terrorist” Not only did they admit to not knowing where the President of their
own country is from, but they basically stated
that their ignorance causes her to be an actual
threat, therefore, terrorist. “Congratulations
Al-Qaeda. Our Miss America is one of you.”
For those of you that don’t know, Al-Qaeda is a
terrorist organization from Afghanistan that has
wreaked havoc worldwide. Considering the fact
that Al-Qaeda is a muslim extremist organization that, most probably, wouldn’t take kindly
to a Hindu attempting to join their ranks (as
Hindu-Muslim discontent is common in India
and commonly results in riots). So, as much
as a special someone on twitter thinks that “In
Obamas America a muslim wins miss America”
and that “thats the new american way muslims
first” it’s really not, try again (although I’m still
curious as to why Obama would influence Miss
America in the first place. But I guess, to each

against the Syrian government) attacks a Syrian government military base near the capital of
Damascus. Wages war against government.
February 2012
U.S. shuts down embassy in Damascus.
By Amol Rajesh
March 2013
Another rebel group (completely different from
In the news I’m sure you have heard of the
the Free Syrian Army) named al-Nusra becomes
recent and ongoing Syrian conflict. In popudominant and prevalent in anti-government
lar media it is portrayed as a long, messy and
areas. Al-Nusra is associated with the terrorist
complicated war. This article is designed for
group Al-Qaeda.
those who want a simplified and straightforward April 2013
explanation of the Syrian conflict.
Syrian government is accused of using chemical weapons (weapons that are not allowed
Important People and Groups
to be used in war according to International
President Bashar-al-Assad: Oppressive and
Law). United Nations says that there is credible
unpopular leader of Syria.
evidence that the Syrian government has used
Syrian Government: Government and Military
chemical weapons against the rebels.
force under Bashar-al-Assad.
June 2013
Free Syrian Army (FSA): Rebel faction that is
United Nations say that nearly 93,000 are killed
backed by Turkey, the Gulf States and the U.S,
in the Syrian conflict so far.
to name a few. Made up of defected military
August 2013
personnel from the Syrian Military.
Again the government is accused of using
Al-Nusra Front: Rebel faction that is associated chemical weapons, this time by Syrian opwith the terrorist group Al-Qaeda.
position. Large numbers of civilians die in the
suburbs of Damascus.
Timeline of Major events
U.S. claims that chemical weapons that were
March 2011
launched by government forces killed nearly
First major protests begin
1,500 people
Syrians hold a protest demanding the release of After U.S. report Obama calls for Congress to
vote on whether to vote for military action on
Syria (Prior to the alleged chemical attacks,
the U.S. government had said that if the Syrian
government used chemical weapons, the U.S.
would have a moral obligation to intervene)
September 2013
Russia and Syria come up with a plan that
would enable the Syrian government to avoid
a U.S. attack by placing its chemical weapons
under international control.
United Nations finds ‘convincing evidence’ of
chemical attack.
political prisoners (someone imprisoned because they have opposed or spoke out against
Summary of Timeline
the government)
The people in Syria were fed up of Bashar-alMay 2011
Assad’s oppressive government and decided
The Syrian government sends tanks to harass,
that protesting would hopefully change the
intimidate and kill the protesters.
status quo in Syria. Assad responded by crushJuly 2011
ing the protests; he did this because he did not
Even more protests occur in the Syrian city of
want the protests to turn into a revolution that
Hama. Assad responds by sending troops. Many could potentially throw him out of power as had
protesters are killed.
happened in neighboring Egypt. However the
August 2011
protests morphed into a civil war. As the proPresident Obama calls on Assad to step down,
tests were crushed, more occurred because the
due to Syrian government’s violent behavior
people got even more upset with the governtoward protesters.
ment. Again Assad responded by sending troops
November 2011
to fire on the protesters. As the global media
The Free Syrian Army (a rebel faction fighting

their own). My favorite reaction to the reactions of the Pageant was from Stephen Colbert,
who stated that, “705 people saw a woman in a
bikini and thought Muslim extremist.” Not only
is she most definitely not a terrorist, she’s also
not from the middle east, which puts a damper
on those allegations.
The tweets that really annoyed me were
those that called Nina’s victory, a “nice slap in
the face to the people of 9-11. How pathetic.”
It was at that point that I thought to myself, Is
her victory really worth all the hate? Is being
called a terrorist worth being Miss America?
Being told that your victory is a slap in the face
to the victims of one of the most horrendous
crimes in American history? Is it really worth
it? But then I realized that, yes. Her victory was
worth every hate filled word that thrown at her,
every accusation of being a terrorist, of being
‘not American’. It was worth it. And you know
why? Because now, we see just how racist
todays society is. People say that they accept
every race, religion and background. But do
they really? Clearly not. Yes. Nina Davuluri is
not white. That fact alone doesn’t make her less
American than the next person, as MLK once
said, one should not judge a person by “color of
their skin, but by the content of their character.”
So what can we all learn from this experience?
Simple, don’t be a jerk on Twitter or any other
social media. Don’t be racist. and lastly, a bit of
advice from way back in kindergarden, if you
can’t say something nice, then don’t say anything at all.

captured what was going on in Syria, President
Obama
asked Assad
to step
down. After
the repeated
attacks
against
protesters,
many soldiers in the
Syrian army
refused to
shoot at
unarmed
protesters
and countrymen. Many
of these people defected (deserted, escaped)
from the Syrian government army and formed
a group called the Free Syrian Army. The Free
Syrian Army (FSA) was and is a rebel group
aimed at taking Bashar-al-Assad and his government out of power and protecting unarmed
protesters. While the FSA was a rebel faction
fighting against the Bashar-al-Assad, other
rebel groups also emerged in the bloody conflict, including the Al-Nusra Front, which had
and has ties to the terrorist group Al-Qaeda.
[U.S., Saudi Arabia and Turkey give financial
and sometimes military support to FSA and
are against the Al-Nusra Front]. As the Syrian government became more desperate, they
started to use chemical weapons against civilians and rebels. Since this was a clear violation
of International law, the UN and the U.S. had a
moral obligation to intervene to stop the chemical warfare. The US started preparations for
military strikes against Syria to punish them
for the chemical weapons attack. However, the
Russians were against U.S. intervention in Syria
because it would lead to certain doom for their
ally, the Syrian government. Russia along with
Syria cleverly suggested a diplomatic solution
that could potentially avoid U.S. military intervention: have the Syrian government hand over
its chemical weapons to international control.
As of today, this is where matters stand. The
US and the world are hopeful, though skeptical,
that the Russian diplomatic solution will get rid
of Syria’s chemical weapons. However, even if
all of Syria’s chemical weapons are destroyed,
it is not clear that this civil war will come to an
end peacefully.
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Prep Profiles

Name:
Benjamin
Horman
Favorite
Class:
Sociology
of Sprts
with Voss
Current
Sport:
Football
Career
Highlights:
Not

enough space available
I love Football because: It’s better
than soccer
Season goal: win state
Other sports: baseball, mscr basketball, ultimate
I love being a Spartan because:
we da best
Most memorable moment in
sports: Dunking for the first time
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Forgetting to step on home
plate after a grand slam
Everyone on the team knows me
as that guy who… gives inspirational speeches
Pregame music playlist: T-Swift
Pregame fuel: milk & cookies
Most inspirational teammate:
Jim Sullivan
Favorite Athlete: Jack Andringa
Favorite opponent: West
I wish I could compete against:
Lebron James
Favorite movie: The Notebook
Favorite TV show: Pretty Little
Liars
I describe myself as: a baller
I look up to… Mr. Voss
I can’t live without… my parents’
support
I wish I could meet: Oprah
During the Olympics I watched:
water polo
Did you know… I look identical
to Henry Houden with pads on
Post-High school plans: Baseball
at MIT or go to UW madison
On the bucket list: walk the path
of Frodo and reach Mt. Doom with
Jim Sullivan

Name: Meghan Patricia Silbernagel
Favorite Class: Ceramics and
Drawing 3
Current Sport: Cross Country
Career Highlights: I won my first
Cross Country meet this past Tuesday, so that was pretty exciting.
I love Cross Country because: A
person can score individually, but
at the same time, as a team.. so
it’s like the best of both worlds
all wrapped into one AWESOME
ROCKIN’ TEAMLY sport!!
Season goal: I have three season
goals. My first, is to make all 118
girls on my team feel included and
equally important. I want them to
love cross country as much as I do.
My next two goals kind of go hand
in hand, I want to break 15:00 in
the 4k and by doing so, that would
lead me to the State Cross Country
meet.
Other sports: I dabble a bit in
the game of soccer, playing on a
indoor team called “Dream Killas”
over the winter. I also run track and
field.

Name: Bryce
Name: Zoe
Hefty
Sprout
Favorite
Favorite Class:
Class: EngSociology of
lish/Sociology
Sports
of Sports
Current Sport:
Current
Volleyball
Sport: Cross
Career HighI love being a
Country
lights: Starting
Spartan beCareer Highon Varsity my
cause: It’s way
lights: Break- Sophomore year
cooler than being
ing 17 minutes I love Volleyball because: I love
a purgolder...
I love Cross
my team
The most memCountry beSeason goal: Win in the post seaorable moment
cause: of the
son
in sports: My
camaraderie and friendships
Other sports: Softball
freshman year
Season goal: 16:35 or under and
I love being a Spartan because: I
when I lead the
having the team go to State.
love the school spirit
Sectionals race
Other Sports: Diving and Track
Most memorable moment in
for the first half mile and then
sports: Going to 5 games with
missed going to state by one place. I love being a Spartan because:
of the camaraderie and friendships West and acing them to win the
Most embarrassing moment in
Most memorable moment in
match
sports: I know a lot of runners
sports: Any meet at which I break Most embarrassing moment in
have embarrassing stories about
my PR by more than ten seconds.
sports: Serving a ball into the back
peeing or pooping their pants durof Kayla’s head
ing a race but that hasn’t happened Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Being in the water more
Everyone on the team knows me
to me...yet.. so I would have to
often than not in a game of Kayak- as that girl who... is always dancsay one of the most embarrassing
ing (twerking)
things that has happened to me was quidditch-basketball at summer
running camp or falling over a
Pregame music playlist: Dani
when I was running on the flattest
course possible with nothing on the chain in the path on the Intrasquad Stroud’s awesome warm up mix
that we dance to in the hall before
ground and no one around me and I course twice sophomore year.
Everyone on the team knows
every game
tripped and face-planted for absome as that guy who… cheers
Pregame fuel: Pixie Sticks or
lutely no reason.
pretzels
Everyone on the team knows me for a very long time for his teammates before finally taking another Most inspirational teammate:
as that girl who... Is good at rapbreath.
Kayla Goetz
ping.
Pregame fuel: PB and J sandwich Favorite Athlete: Derek Rose
Pregame music playlist: EmiMost inspirational teammate:
Favorite opponent: West
nem..Eminem.. lots of Eminem,
I wish I could compete against:
Bumpy ride by Mohombi, Send me Ummm...can I get back to you on
that? (Too many to choose from!)
Edgewood
on my way by Rusted Root, some
Favorite Athlete: Chris Solinsky
Favorite movie: A Cinderella
Def Leppard
Favorite opponent: SPASH (SteStory
Pregame fuel: This nasty ‘super;
vens Point Area Senior High)
Favorite TV show: Gossip Girl
smoothie, a luna bar and some
I wish I could compete against:
I describe myself as: Crazy, Hardgatorade
SPASH more often.
working, Passionate
Most inspirational teammate:
Favorite movie: Kung Fu Panda
I look up to... my former teamSiena Casanova
mate Jillian Joslin
Favorite Athlete: Siena Casanova Favorite TV show: Phineas and
Ferb (from the few times I’ve seen I can’t live without… My friends
Favorite opponent: A girl on the
it)
I wish I could meet: Miley Cryus
West cross country team named
I describe myself as: A bookworm During the Olympics I watched:
Rebecca... we share a birthday.
and a runner.
Gymnastics
I wish I could compete against:
Post-High school plans: HopeEmma Coburn the Olympic Steeple I look up to… My parents, teachers, coaches, and teammates
fully attend UW-Madison
Chaser for the US team. I met her
On the bucket list: Travel around
this summer and I think the steeple I can’t live without… Fantasy
novels
Europe
chase would be the coooolest race
I wish I could meet: Christopher
to excel at!
Paolini
Favorite movie: I dont have a
During the Olympics I watched:
favorite movie! to many to choose
from!! Maybe Lord of the Rings?? when I could.
Did you know… that I’m very
depends on what mood im in.
persistent
Favorite TV show: The only T.V.
Post-High school plans: go to colshow I watch is Game of Thrones
lege (not sure where yet)
and it is awesomeee!
I describe myself as: A try hard...I On the bucket list: Write a fantasy
novel.
suppose.. I don’t know
I look up to... Barb, she’s taller
than I am now
I can’t live without: Barb
I wish I could meet: Wilson
Hacker, the most beautiful runner
who just graduated from the West
cross country team
During the Olympics I watched:
Track and Field, MENS swimming by Dani Stroud
Memorial’s girls’ volleyball team has started this year off strong with
and gymnastics
a record of 3-1, with some great competition still to come. The team
Did you know that... I have my
consists of 13 girls and the new head coach, Karyn Jordahl. The team
motorcycle license?
Post-High school plans: I plan on has 5 seniors, 4 juniors, and 4 sophomores. I had a chance to speak with
one of three senior captains to hear about how the team is doing. She
going to and running at an out of
said, “ The team has great chemistry on and off the court with a lot of
state D3 college. I hope to study,
talent and athleticism.” Kayla is dead set on making this a great year for
journalism, economics and drawthe Spartans. She hopes to lead the team to more victories and maybe
ing.
even a regional or sectional win for the first time in a long time. “I think
On the bucket list: I want to
this year we, finally, have the ability to make it somewhere.” The other
someday compete in an IronMan.
captains are Zoe Sprout and Danielle Stroud, who also want to make this
This is kind of boring, but I really
year great.
want to graduate with High Honors... I’ll need help with Spanish. I The volleyball team had a great win against the rival team, West. They
started out slow, losing the first two sets. They pulled themselves together
want to backpack through Europe
with a really good friend and meet and managed to win the last three sets. The team rushed the court and
a bunch of awesome people and eat celebrated their long awaited win. The team hadn’t beaten West since the
senior’s freshman year. This victorious moment is pictured below.
good food and try new things and
The games left this season include: Verona, Sun Prairie, Janesville
go on adventures.
Craig, Lafollette, and Beloit. If you haven’t already made it out to a
game, try and make it to one before the season ends. Help cheer the
volleyball team on to a winning season.
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Madeline Haut

There are many activities that I truly enjoy,
but art is and has always been my number one passion. I
was that toddler that
skipped recess to finger paint, the kid who
illustrated everything.
Art started to become
real to me in third
grade and I thank my
literature teacher Mrs. Ponzer everyday for believing in me. I wouldn’t be where I am today without
her and her great encouragement. Every month, our
assignment was to write a short story, create it into
a book, and illustrate every page. I took these books
VERY seriously. I put my heart and soul into them
and people loved them. Looking back at these jagged pages with scraggly drawings makes me smile
because at eight years old, I thought they were the
best pieces of artwork that anyone could have seen.
I was once asked to demonstrate how to draw a person for my entire class. Many kids would tremble at
the thought but I jumped right up, grabbed a marker
and went to town on the white board. I’m sure
that kids were annoyed with the fact that someone
there age was trying to teach them something, but
I didn’t care. I soaked in every moment that I spent
drawing. As I grew older, I grew fonder and fonder
of art. When middle school hit and art classes got
more serious, I wasn’t intimidated, I was on the
edge of my seat to learn and to take on new challenges. One of my favorite middle school art memories is
being a part of after school art club.
I joined in the hopes of advancing
my skills, I am happy to say I did.
I was allowed the task of finishing
an already started painting on a
canvas. As a seventh grader, painting on a canvas was a HUGE deal
to me. I was ecstatic and agreed
instantly. The painting is currently
hanging on the wall of my pink and
purple walls.
In high school, there has not been
a semester that I have not taken an
art class. So far I have drawing 1, 2, and 3, photo 1, painting and printmaking 1 and 2, ceramics, and will have CAMM under my belt and I
couldn’t be happier. Yes, I cannot deny that at times these art classes have
been extremely stressful and overwhelming, but I truly believe I am
a better artist because of these feelings. I am an extreme perfectionist
and I am not reluctant to start over if
there is an unwanted blemish in my
artwork. If you cannot already tell,
drawing is my favorite art media. I
have never been happier in life than
when I am with a charcoal pencil
between my fingers sketching a friend
or a still life. I am working on being
more confident in other Medias as wel,l though. I took a chance this year
with ceramics because in years past I have completely demolished my
vases and pots. But so far, I am loving the challenges and I am really improving my clay skills. The feeling of accomplishing an art project while
overcoming obstacles along the way will never get old for me.
I am so passionate for art and even the feeling of an art room changes
me. I can be in the worst mood ever and still brighten up with the smell
of art supplies. Art rooms just have a different atmosphere to them. It’s a
hard feeling to explain, to be truly blissful with a feeling and a smell of a
room, but it never fails me. My heart yearns for it. I need art. I bleed art.
It’s a way of expression, of freeing myself. By putting pencil to paper or
paintbrush to canvas, I am letting all my thoughts, my pains, my heartaches, and my passions out in one place. Art is one of the only things that
makes me truly happy in this life and I couldn’t imagine not being able to
draw my ideas and feelings. It helps me see more clearly.
I am proud to say that I am planning to go to college for art education.
My dream, ever since I was a child, has been to teach art. I have decided that I want to be a middle school art
teacher. Yes, middle school children are at
an extremely hard age to teach, but I want to
inspire them. Middle school is the time when
people start to figure out what they want to
do with their lives, figure out their passions,
and the time to learn their abilities. I want to
help the children of the future learn how to
express themselves in a safe way and love
art as much as I do. But I also want to be a
friend to them. I want these kids to look up to
me, to trust me, to come to me when they are
in trouble or need a little guidance. I cannot
become a teacher fast enough. Art is my passion and I can’t imagine doing anything else
with my life.

Moon Over Buffalo

By Cassidy Nelson
The Memorial Theater Company’s fall play Moon Over Buffalo
premieres this October. The comedy focuses around the lives of two
washed out actors: dysfunctional married couple, George and Charlotte
Hay. Chaos ensues when their only daughter, Rosalind, who’s sworn off
the theater, returns. Love triangles, lies, and miscommunications unravel
with hilarity. You can expect similarities to Memorial’s Spring 2012
show, Lend Me A Tenor, as the two share an author. Tickets for the show
are sold during both lunches for $5.
Cast:
George - Andy Gray
Charlotte - Heather Slawny
Paul - Colin Kohrs
Rosalind - Cassidy Nelson
Ethel - Isabel Karp
Howard - Sam Cibula
Eileen - Gwen Paker
Richard - Caleb Mau
Webster - Colin Pitman
Sarah - Katie Moe
Show Dates: October 4, 5, 10, 11, and two shows on the 12th

Memorial Theatre Company
Presents

MOON
r
e
v
o

BUFFALO

James Madison Memorial High School
201 S. Gammon Rd.

OCTOBER 4,5 & 10,11,12, 2013
TICKETS: $5
7:30 pm

Memorial vs. West - A Good
Game
and Then
By Ryan Morgan

Whenever Memorial and West meet for a football game at Mansfield
Stadium it always seems to be a very good game. This game followed
that pattern when Memorial won 28-20 over their in town rival. After
this very competitive game during the post-game handshakes, a fight
broke out between multiple members of both Memorial and West. This
caused both teams to have to retreat back to their separate sidelines to
get the situation cleared up. “It was unfortunate that the actions of a few
individuals tarnished what was described by the game officials as a wellcompeted game.” Memorial Athletic Director Mr.Schlitz stated. This
incident took away attention from one of the best city football starts in
years with both Madison Memorial (5-0) and Madison Lafollette (4-1)
having terrific starts. “West isn’t dirty; we’re not dirty,” Memorial coach
Mike Galindo said Monday at practice. “It was a few individuals that
did something really stupid that reflected upon both programs and sadly,
it reflected on Madison football. Discipline has been handed down to
individuals from both Memorial and West. Memorial followed up the
West game with a big win at Verona and played in a game of undefeated
teams when they hosted Sun Prairie Friday, September 27th and lost. The
team will regroup and continue
with the hopes of meeting up with
Sun Prairie again post season. Next
up is an away game at Janesville
Craig and then home games on
October 11 and 18th.
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Horoscopes
by Madeline Haut

Art Exhibit

Memorial Art teacher Geof Herman has an exhibit of his summer woodfired ceramic pieces showing at Edgewood College. The show will run
through the first week of October and can be viewed in the arts building
called The Stream.
Artist’s statement: I am the son and grandson of artists. When I began my art schooling
I had developed an ability to draw photorealistically; and was skilled in numerous
2-D mediums. Back then my artistic goal
often involved control and defined outcome...
the provision of answers. Over the years I
have made a shift in my creative pursuits; I
am no longer primarily interested in creative
control and artistic answers. Instead I am
more more intrigued by producing artwork
that engenders mysteries and questions. The
best artistic inquiry for me does not terminate
in an answer, but only blossoms further into
even more personal interrogation and riddles.
With the matter of clay I am both a potter
and sculptor. My pottery forms require their
function to be preeminent in their identity
while the form’s style and design is usually
subservient to its function. However, these elements are never forgotten
or underappreciated. My sculptures explore and celebrate the vast possibilities of form, surface, meaning and expression. Inventing sculptural
forms to me is akin to an adventure with a obscure or impartial map.
Some sketching may precede the piece but often the act of making the
piece is the act of creating the piece, and this then begets another form...
I am most comfortable when I am active. I am most honest and
open when I am active. Ceramics requires action and physicality; from
the employment of delicate, fine motor skills to movements that induce
perspiration and may even culminate in exhaustion. That reality is
desired; a nice symmetry of brain and
body effort. When this happens I hope
synergy will arise and the sculptural outcome will compel me to contemplate the
resultant form, fully engage my senses
and possibly change my breathing pattern. This too begets another form...
does art have a destination or am I flitting from one flower to another flower
reveling in some creative journey?
I have had the great pleasure of
learning the ancient art of wood-firing
with my friend and wood-firing mentor
David Smith. The process is in simpatico with my sensibilities of physicality, a personal connection with the
natural world, my quest to confront the
unknown, and the sheer mass of discoveries inherent in this process. Woodfiring rewards its focused practitioners with a peak into the infinite: the
confluence of fire and earth and the dance between control and chaos.
Tremendous effort is required to prepare the kiln, the fuel, the ceramic
work, and the site. Even after all this preparation the kiln’s interior still
presents a state where chance can reign supreme. Can there be any other
art process that commits the artist to undertake such a task with only the
promise of an outcome that cannot be predetermined? What other art
forms envelope the creative process in a shroud of enigma to the artist?
Creative excitement assumes the form of energy in this process; moving
into the unknown to see what’s there is an essential impulse of the human
makeup that propels us forward, to take risks and to explore.
When a piece of mine emerges from the wood-fired anagama
kiln it is a stranger to me. It has been changed and I need to forge a new
relationship with it. I rely on time and inquisition to learn the piece’s
new identity. I find wood-fired ceramic forms reveal themselves slowly
to me---I never rush this process. I look closely at the surface and see
colors, depth, movement and textures that can be sublime, startling and
lovely. And then I step back and if I am truly fortunate I may, for a brief
moment, almost fall in love with the
piece...
Currently my inspiration comes
from public statuary, Japanese Dotaku
bells, the natural world,
the wabi-sabi aesthetic, ceremonial
temples and all the inspiring work I see
being made by the artists around me. I
have taught the visual arts in Madison
for eighteen years, presently teaching
Ceramics and Computer Art Animation at Memorial High School. I am
also honored to instruct at Art Ventures’
Adamah Studio.
Respectfully,
Geof Herman

Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) BOO! Halloween is creeping and
crawling nearer and nearer. Have fun with it! IT doesn’t matter how old you are, there’s no age limit to fun. Dress up! Get
a group of friends together and go costume shopping. Try on
costumes at a Halloween store such as Halloween Express and
take pictures and laugh at how ridiculous you all look. Now
those costumes can get a little pricy so find a costume idea that you love
and go to thrift store like Savers to find the pieces necessary at a third of
the cost. Trick or Treat!
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) At the end of the month, you
have a four day weekend! WOO! Take this time to accomplish a task that you just haven’t have time for. Catch up on
sleep, go out to eat, find a free concert to go to, and so on and
so on. The options are endless. Just make sure this activity is
stress free, fun, and safe. Don’t do anything TOO crazy. Just
get out of your own head and live it up. There are so many opportunities
that are knocking at your door; the hard part is choosing which one to do.
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Hmm, you’ve been getting the
cold shoulder from your friends lately. Try to think extremely
hard about what you could have done to deserve the freeze
out. Can’t think of anything? Then you have two options.
One is to ignore it. It’s probably something petty small that
they will soon get over. There’s no reason to stress about
something that you didn’t do. The other option is to put yourself out there
and just ask! It can’t hurt to ponder the reason to their actions. Talking it
through with them will definitely help the situation and get you back on
track with your besties. Pick an option and live it out. Good luck!
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) It’s time to let your inner star
shine! The musical and the auditions are coming up. Take
a chance and tryout. Nothing bad can come of taking a risk
and putting yourself out there. You’ll most likely grow more
confident in yourself afterwards. Whether you get the lead, get
a part as a background singer or dancer, or make crew, it’s all
going to be great fun! It’s a great way to make new friends and
gain new skills for now and for the future. Just take a deep breath, sing
your scales, and go for it!
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Well, for you juniors and seniors,
it’s time to start thinking about college. College tours can be
extremely helpful. One tour could jump out at you and could
become your dream school. The opposite could happen as
well. Always wanted to go to UW? Take a tour and see if
the campus is really for you. Look into what certain schools
are specialized in and go to a school that has the major you are hoping
to graduate with. Also, don’t be afraid to ask your counselor for advice.
They have many resources for you, on paper and online. Just make sure
you make the right decision of a school for yourself, don’t follow your
best friends or your high school sweetheart.
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) School is now in session. Are you
struggling already? Don’t fret, getting rid of summer brain is
not an easy feat. If you’re having difficulties in any of your
classes, don’t be afraid to ask for help. There’s no sense in
drowning in school work…or tears. Most teachers are more
than willing to help you out with specific questions or to just
go over homework. Ask them for help on their off periods, at lunch, or after/ before school. Soon you’ll realize how easy that subject really can be.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Homecoming is right around
the corner! Do you know who you’re going with yet? Boys,
make sure to ask your cutie in an extravagant way. Go online
and Google “ways to ask a girl (or boy) to a dance”. It sounds
lame but it really helps! Girls, don’t worry so much about getting the perfect date or on your appearance. Focus on having
fun! Go in a group of friends and tear up the night. Every situation can be
fun if you let it.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Summer has run into fall. Leaves
are changing and the fall chilliness is in full motion. Don’t be
that one kid caught wearing shorts and a tank on a 50 degree
day. Start to look up what the temperature will be and plan
accordingly. It’s time to switch out shorts for sweats and tanks
for sweaters. This can mean shopping! Get your style in check
this fall.
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Having trouble being on time
for first hour? Try getting to bed earlier. You’d be surprised
what even ten minutes can do to you in the morning. Also,
put your electronics away at least a half hour before going
to sleep and let your mind take a rest. Also, as lame as this
sounds, lay out your outfit for the next day the night before.
It saves ample time of decision making for school.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) It’s fall sport season!!! Even if you
don’t play a sport, you should get your school spirit on in full
bloom! Attend all the football games, cheer your friends on
at the finish line during a cross country meet, or support the
spandex. There are countless sporting events to attend and
they are always a good time! You can even dress up for the
themes and making posters.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Art is a huge part of Memorial’s
curriculum. It doesn’t matter if your stuck in elementary
school finger painting or you’re the next Pablo Picasso. Art
is a way of expression and it’s just downright fun! Just sign
up for at least one class that sounds interesting to you. It’s all
based on dedication and hard work so just put your all into it.
If you hate it, hey, at least it’s only a semester. If you love it,
congrats, that’s awesome! Take some more classes.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) It can be hard, but don’t let high
school change you. Don’t become someone you’re not in order
to be considered “cool”. You are cool as you are, not who you
try to be. Try to avoid people who are a bad influence on you.
Ignore anyone who tries to tear you down; they’re just jealous
of how amazing you are. Focus on being the best you that you
can be. Love the life you live and live the life you love.
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A New Era
of Technology
by Peter Rehani
As September draws to an end, we can mark it as one of the most important
months in the history of technology. Whether you followed the IFA conference in Berlin, or Apple’s private event in Cupertino, CA, it’s obvious that
September brought a boatload of cutting edge gadgets. Starting at the IFA
conference, we saw new phones from both Samsung and Sony along with
the next wave of smart watches. Samsung introduced their new reiteration of
their hybrid pho0ne-tablet, known as the Samsung Galaxy Note 3. The Note
3 continues with the same form of its predecessors, the Note and the Note
2, except for the fact that the new Note 3 has a pleather back instead of the
traditional plastic back. It features a massive 5.7 inch, full 1080p screen, and,
as expected, the much loved S-pen. Sony also released their next generation
phone, the Sony Xperia Z1. Featuring a 20.7 megapixel rear-facing camera,
the new Xperia Z1 is taking a new approach to the cameras found in phones,
similar to that of the new Nokia Lumia 1020, which boasts a 41 megapixel
camera. Due to its waterproof nature, the Xperia Z1 saves you money, since
most waterproof cases are upward of 70 dollars. At 5 inches, the Xperia Z1
is approximately the same size as the current Samsung Galaxy S4. Both of
these phones are excellent options for anyone who is looking for a massive
phone, with screens and batteries to back them up. Next, we can focus on the
time tellers of the future. Samsung released their new Galaxy Gear, which
allows users to sync their watches to their Android based phones. The new
Galaxy Gear features a broad array of bells and whistles, including a camera.
Relative to the other smart-watches on the market, the Gear has one of the
largest screens. At the time of publication, the only known phone that supports the Gear’s sync feature is the Note 3, due to the fact that it is running
Android 4.3 with the capability for low power Bluetooth 4.0. To put this in a
different way, for anybody who doesn’t plan on buying a Note 3, you’ll have
to wait until October to possibly receive the update that will allow you to use
this feature. For those of you who do not have a phone that was released in
the past 6 months or so, consider Sony’s 2nd generation Smartwatch 2, since
older phones won’t be able to receive the update. The Smartwatch 2 runs on
an older version of Bluetooth (Bluetooth 3.0), thus allowing it to work with
almost all Bluetooth enabled devices. The Smartwatch 2 is slightly smaller
and lighter compared to the Gear, and its compatibility with older devices
makes it a great option for someone who wants something that is functional
and fashionable. The Gear, like the Note 3 may be heavier, but thanks to its
ability to receive the newer Bluetooth signal, it won’t become obsolete as
quickly as the Smartwatch 2. On a completely different note, Apple made
history with their release of 2 new iPhones, the iPhone 5S and 5C. Basically,
the iPhone 5S has all of Apple’s latest tech, including the dual core A7 chip
and fingerprint scanner etc. It has the build of the iPhone 5, except for the
fact that they introduced a new champagne color. The iPhone 5C is basically the iPhone 5 in a phone with a multicolored, polycarbonate back and
a cheaper price tag. The iPhone 5 will no longer be produced, instead, the
iPhone 4S will become the new ‘free iPhone’ that most carriers will offer
at no cost. As a final remark, I would like to thank www.cnet.com for all of
their coverage through all of these events, and their in-depth reviews of each
of these products. Cnet.com is a great source to find out about the latest tech,
and tech rumors. For now, I’m Peter Rehani signing off until next time.

Student
Feature:
Alisha
Vavilakolanu
By Tian Tian He

This month’s featured
student is a bubbly, beautiful, and
hardworking student named Alisha
Vavilakolanu. Not only has Alisha
been a committee leader for Spartan
Youth Service (our school’s largest
volunteering club) for the past two
years, but she also takes two hours
every Sunday to volunteer at St.
Mary’s hospital. According to Alisha,
“One cannot feel self-worth without
giving”.
In addition to her assistance
to the local community, Alisha
represented Memorial High School
at state tournaments for Health
Occupations Students of America
(HOSA) and Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) last
year. In order to qualify for the state
tournaments, Alisha first won at
regional tournaments for HOSA and
FBLA. Many runners also know her

Marine C

rp

By
Lorence Ayag
They are
known to be the
tip of the spear,
the most powerful
elite group of
warriors, and a
close band of
brothers. The
Marine Corp
was born on
November 10,
1775 to fight
independence at
sea and shore.
Honor, courage and commitment are the core values that every Marine
cherishes, as it shapes them to not only being the most elite warriors but
also being noble ones. In 2010, the Corp just had under 203,000 active and
40,000 reserve both male and female Marines. It is known to be the smallest
branch in the military as the saying goes, “The Few. The Proud.” The title of
a Marine and receiving the E.G.A. symbol also known as the Eagle, Globe
and Anchor is not given, it is earned.
There are many steps before earning the title of a Marine. It begins
as you contact a local recruiter and obtain more information about the
Corp to determine if it is for you. The military benefits includes financial
security which means after 20 years of active service can lead to your
official retirement and receive retirement funds. Every Marine and his or
her family will be medically and dentally insured
during their service and later on earn other benefits
outside the Corp. On-base housing is offered by
the government and fully covers housing cost for
the families. The most highlighted benefit is the
education funds, during service as a Marine you
are 100% paid for education cost including tuition,
books and fees. Although the benefits are great, the
experience is greater. Learning life skills, making
long life connections, traveling the world, and
making a difference is quite the reward. Semper Fidelis - Always Faithful
If you are interested please contact Sgt Adam Rivera (414) 731-5476
or talk to Lorence Ayag

Student Interview

By Dane Peplinski
DP: What inspired you to do
photography?
Caroline: My mom and my my aunt
inspired me. They started it before
me and I followed in their footsteps
also it was about three years ago
when I got inspired.
DP: Who is your biggest role model
in life?
Caroline: My mom. She has helped
me through so much and she pushed
me to do cross country. Cross
country is just one of the best things
that ever happened to me because i
get time to take pictures while doing
cross country and I get to do what i
as a sister who runs an astounding
love best.. Taking pictures!
4K at every Cross Country meet.
DP:Why don’t you run with the
Her extracurriculars are plentiful and team?
yet, Alisha still manages to maintain Caroline: I had back surgery on July
a high honors GPA while actively
3rd and my doctor wont let me run
taking part in the school’s Forensics
til December. Cross country is over
team.
before that so i’m just capturing
With so many
every moment from the sidelines for
accomplishments, there is no doubt
this season but i do wish i could run
that Alisha will achieve her dream
though.
of attending a prestigious university
DP: How does photography make
after she has graduated from JMM. It you feel?
takes dedication and effort to become Caroline: Photography makes me
someone like Alisha. People like her, feel happy and whenever i snap a
however, truly elevate the reputation shot, i just see how beautiful the
of Memorial as one of the best high
view looks in the photo. It just makes
schools in Wisconsin.
me smile because of how beautiful
it is.
DP:If you could be a photographer
for any magazine, what would you
want to photographer for?
Caroline: People magazine.
DP: Why people magazine?
Caroline: Because then i could
photograph celebrities and that
would be pretty cool.
DP:If you could photograph any
celebrity for a people magazine
article, who would it be?

Caroline:
Ariana
Grande,
because she
is flawlessly
beautiful on
the inside
and out.
She is just
an amazing
singer and
actress.
DP: In your
perspective,
what do you
think a photo
has to have to
make it look perfect and why?
Caroline: I think you have to find
the perspective that its so ordinary
looking at first glance, but then if
you see it on camera, it looks so
amazing. Like for instant, i took a
picture of the girls shoes when they
were lined up right before they raced
and that’s an ordinary thing, and
why?.... Because every photographer
has their own perspective, even if the
person just takes selfies and mine is
taking ordinary things and making
them look interesting.
DP:What are some other things you
like to photograph?
Caroline: Anything that catches my
eye. I like to savor good moments.
DP: What do you think the meaning
of photography is and what is a
message you’d like to send out
to people who have the love and
interest of the art of photography?
Caroline: To all those photographers
out there, keep going! Every one
of you has a unique perspective
and photography means expressing
yourself in a way that words could
never do
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20 Reasons to Join DDaF
By Leon Pan

Yes, 20. Presenting Drama, Debate, and Forensics…
1) Join Stage Crew! Handy with a hammer? Like working with
wood? Help construct the set for Memorial Theater Company’s
plays and musical.
2) Join Tech Crew! “Many people may not realize it, because we
do all our work backstage, but Tech Crew and Stage Crew are
what make Memorial’s plays and musicals happen. We build and
design the set, gather the props, put costumes, hair, and makeup
on the actors, light the stage, play the sound effects, advertise for
the show, and more. It’s a lot of work, but it’s definitely worth
it.”~Naomi Clear
3) Act. Relationship drama? Household drama? Baby mama drama?
Take it to the stage and pave your way to stardom!
4) Dress up.
5) Sing and dance with Memorial’s finest.
6) Perform in front of your peers.
7) Cast Parties! Upon each MTC performance, all cast and crew are
invited to dance, chill, and eat.
8) Learn to argue effectively. Debaters quickly develop an edge in
the fundamental conventions of persuasive writing and speaking.
9) Learn stuff. The amazing thing about debate is that on occasion,
we learn about politics, history, economics, and ethical issues better than one would in some social studies classes.
10) Debate is flexible with your schedule. Oh that rhymes. Cross
country, tennis, hockey? Veterans of the past have found time for
debate even with the most time-consuming of activities in their
schedules.
11) Join a Champion Debate Team. Memorial debaters frequently
do well in competition, with our Public Forum pair of Edwin Wu
and Luke Gangler clinching the State championship last year. We
eat competition and breathe success.

The JMM
Compliments
Page
By Maryann Rehani

You know that kid that
you always see around? You know
their name but you don’t want to
go up to them and compliment
them…? Well, now you don’t
have to! Check out the James
Madison Memorial High School
Compliments page on Facebook.
Send the student-run page a nice
comment about a fellow Spartan
and it’ll be posted anonymously as
soon as possible! If you’d rather
remain unknown even to the
admins, there’s a way to submit
with complete anonymity via
Tumblr. The coolest part about
it is that you don’t even need
an account to submit them from
Tumblr! In order to get to it, just
go onto the Facebook page. There’s
a link in their description.
The page is a great way to
thank a teacher or compliment a
friend or even just someone you
look up to. There’s also no limit
to the number of compliments you
can submit… the more the merrier!
This is a way for everyone to be a
part of the JMM community. Just
think about how you could make
someone’s day so much brighter by
sending in a compliment!

The Vine
For a showcase of student
Vines check out the Sword &
Shield’s website Feature Section-http://jmmswordandshield.com/
feature/
From Wikipedia, Vine is
a mobile app owned by Twitter
that enables its users to create and
post short video clips. The service
was introduced with a maximum
clip length of six seconds and
can be shared or embedded on
social networking services such
as Twitter and Facebook. Though
Vine was initially available only
for iOS devices, Twitter had been
working on bringing the app to
other platforms; Vine for Android
was released on June 3, 2013 for
devices with Android version 4.0
or higher.

12) Win trophies, medals, ribbons, plaques, and ducks.
13) Strengthen your speaking skills with Forensics. While Debate
and Drama require intensive use of it, Forensics dissects the core
mechanics of public speaking.
14) Overnight trips are fun.
15) “Find your passion.” Wise words from Mr. Hardin. Starting your
search here would be wise.
16) Join the best Forensics team in the state. 10 State Titles. 6 titles
in a row and counting. If you haven’t seen the trophies in Mr.
Hardin’s /Ms. Oryall’s room (821), or the trophy case in the Commons…Go check it out.
17) Add more clubs to your résumé. Whether you join debate, take
part in the production of a play, or forensicate, colleges and employers look for students that pursue a passion and further lifeapplicable skills.
18) Broaden your social network. Debaters and Forensicaters meet
new people from across the state at different tournaments. Not
just that, Drama, Debate, and Forensics is Memorial’s most accepting community of adults, students, and alumni. So join the
fam.
19) Adopt the legacy. Formed in 2000, Drama Debate and Forensics
is one of largest clubs at school. We’re a family of alumni, (role)
models, and champions.
20) Make me happy and join.

1510 W Main St Unit 400
Sun Prairie WI 53590
dnlprofessionaldrivingschool.com
Facebook.com/DNLProfessionalDrivingSchool

Affordable Classroom and Behind the Wheel lessons for as low as $360.00!
New classes starting every month
nd
Upcoming classes starting November 2 Sat & Sun 12:30 – 2:30pm and November 4th M-Th 6:00pm –8:00pm
Call now to reserve your seat

608.318.2388

Ask about our
buddy special!!!

